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Megan: Hello, everyone and welcome to this Web recording, "Helping Moms 
Work Breastfeeding Into Their Lives." I'm Megan Hiltner with the Healthy 
Start EPIC Center. This is Part 3 of a three-part Web series on breastfeeding. 
Parts 1 and 2 were recorded and posted to the Healthy Start EPIC Center 
website at HealthyStartEpic.org. You can access all of the recording material on 
the Healthy Start EPIC Center website. 

 

Your presenter, Ms. Cathy Carothers, who I'll introduce in a moment, has 
offered to make herself available for questions and answers in response to these 
recorded webinars. We've set up a system for allowing you to respond to ask 
questions and comments on the grantee forum on the EPIC Center website. You 
can also ask questions directly to Ms. Cathy Carothers, where she will post her 
contact information in the slides. And we're also creating a frequently asked 
questions document that will post your questions to, and it will be housed along 
with these other webinar materials. There is a handout that accompanies this 
webinar and the handout is posted for download along with this recording, so 
please check that out.  

 

Now, let me introduce your speaker for today, Ms. Cathy Carothers. She's the 
co-director of Every Mother, Inc. which is a nonprofit organization providing 
counseling and lactation training for health professionals across the U.S. She's a 
board-certified lactation consultant who has provided more than 650 
breastfeeding training events in every U.S. state and territory in several 
countries. She's led numerous national breastfeeding support initiatives for the 
federal government, including developing breastfeeding staff training curricula 
for the USDA WIC program and the Supporting Nursing Moms At Work 
Initiative for the HHS Office on Women's Health. The former state 
breastfeeding coordinator for the Mississippi WIC program, Kathy is the recent 
past president of the International Lactation Consultant Association and recent 
past chair of the United States Breastfeeding Committee. She was awarded the 
2014 National Leadership Award by the National WIC Association for her 
contributions to the field of breastfeeding. So it is my great pleasure now to turn 
it over to you, Ms. Cathy Carothers, to begin the Web presentation. 
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Cathy: Thanks so much. Thanks so much, Megan, and thanks to all of you who 
are listening in to this webcast. Now, in the last one, Part 2, we talked a little bit 
about how to help a mom prepare for her hospital experience and in this 
webcast, I really want to focus on beyond the hospital. What happens once the 
mother gets home and especially focusing on how we're going to support 
mothers who are planning to go back to work. I think the reality is that so many 
mothers are truly unprepared for what life is going to be like once they're home. 
They imagine having this beautiful, quiet, sleeping little being who's going to 
look cute all the time and their life really isn't going to change that much. You 
know what? They are in for a rude awakening because that's not what having a 
new baby is like at all.  

 

I've had so mothers say, "When are things going to be normal again?" The 
reality is, you have a new baby. It's time to redefine what "normal" is for you. 
Because your life is never again going to be like it was before the baby. But you 
know what? It's an incredible journey, full of joy and love that no family wants 
to miss. 

 

So as we get into this particular webcast, I want to give a couple of disclaimers 
or disclosures about some of the information I'm going to be presenting. Some 
of the content of this presentation does come from a brand-new training 
platform that I have developed for [inaudible 00:03:47] and I did mention in 
Part 2, those of you who were able to listen in, some information about the 
mobile app. So you'll see some of this content in that mobile app as well.  

 

But I also wanted to let you know that a lot of this content, particularly the 
content that relates to working moms, comes from the platform, training 
platform that I developed for the Office on Women's Health out of HHS. This is 
a platform that is actually available for anyone to download. These are going to 
be some great resources and I'll share a little bit more at the end about how 
you'll be able to access them and be able to use them in your local community 
as well. 
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So as we think about helping that mom really cope with the changes that the 
baby is going to make in her life, I think it's really critical that we help her to 
build a network of support. Really, ideally, that should begin early in her 
pregnancy, if possible. Moms should select a champion; that should probably 
either be her partner, if he is part of her life or maybe her mother, maybe a 
really good friend. Somebody who is just going to be there for her, who will be 
her advocate and who will be there to help support her and look out for her 
during this process. Everybody needs an advocate that you can turn to, to lean 
on whenever you're feeling a little bit overwhelmed. 

 

I think pregnancy is a really ideal time for dads to learn their roles. So I think 
it's really important that we engage dads really, in pregnancy so they can learn 
what they can do to support their partner in the hospital, as well as once the 
mother is home from the hospital. I think we just need to remember that as we 
talk to new families, for many years, we have given dads "To-do" lists of things 
that they can do. We've said things like, "You get to change diapers," and, "You 
get to cook," and, "You get to take care of the other children." We give them 
tasks that in a sense, they feel like they're being relegated to being a maid. "You 
get to fluff her pillows and wait on her hand and foot." 

 

But you know what? We need to remember that dads are not just maids. They 
are fathers. They are part of this family and a crucial part of the family. It's 
really important to help them see what their role is as part of this important 
network of support for their wife or their partner. 

 

I think it's also important that we remember to engage the female relatives in 
this mother's life or that we ask her to have those conversations. Grandmothers 
can have really strong opinions about how that baby should be cared for or 
maybe how the baby should be fed, how the baby should be loved. They may 
even want to take on some of the baby care duties themselves because this is 
how women bond with their children. Research tells us that as women, we are 
wired, neurologically, to bond with our children primarily through feeding 
them.  
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So we need to make sure that grandmothers, we have that honest conversation 
with them about things that they can do to be a part of this baby's life, 
especially if this mother is going to be breastfeeding. And especially if that 
grandmother didn't personally breastfeed her children and really doesn't know 
how to support her. But grandmothers can do lots of things like rocking and 
burping the baby, holding the baby and really reminding her that nobody can 
take care of her daughter, nobody can nurture her daughter the way her mama 
can. 

 

So I think we want to just remind grandmothers that they have a really 
important role once that baby is born and the mother is no longer the center of 
attention. She's exhausted, she's perhaps recovering from pain and the ordeal of 
the birth. She might be experiencing baby blues. She's going to need a lot of 
support, both from her partner and from her mother.  

 

We want to also connect moms to mother-to-mother support. Research tells us 
that women tend to turn to other women just like them when they're facing a 
new experience in life. I think that's very natural for us in all aspects of our 
lives. Whenever we're going to be doing something new, we want to turn to 
other people who've maybe gone through that experience. If you're going to 
take a trip somewhere, you might want to talk to somebody who's been on that 
trip, so you can learn a little bit from their experience and the same is true with 
new mothers. 

 

Where are the mother-to-mother support groups in your community? You might 
want to take the time to find out. Perhaps there's a WIC program in your 
community that offers a mother-to-mother support meeting. Or maybe you can 
partner with a WIC program to provide support opportunities. Maybe there are 
[inaudible 00:08:33] groups within your local community. They often have 
mothers' groups as well.  
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Is there a local coalition, a student coalition in your community? If so, you 
might want to turn to them and find out where are the mother-to-mother support 
opportunities? Some communities have what's known as "breastfeeding cafes" 
or "baby cafes," which are just drop-in opportunities for moms to come to a 
designated place and maybe have their baby weighed and be able to meet with 
other moms who are going through similar experiences. 

 

Maybe there's social media groups. If there are no social media groups like 
Facebook groups or Listservs for moms in your community, maybe Healthy 
Start could begin that work to begin to bring moms together. We also really 
urge you to work collaboratively with your WIC program and to really make 
sure moms are referred there. Most of your Healthy Start clients are also going 
to be eligible for WIC. So in addition to the healthy food package that moms 
are going to be able to get for themselves and for their baby, if they are a WIC 
participant, they also are going to get support from peer counselors and perhaps 
lactation experts who will be able to help them with some of the challenges that 
they might be facing.  

 

I think that first month at home, it's really important to remind moms that that 
first month is not the time to try to get back to your normal life and go back to 
work and do everything that you did before the baby's born. But inasmuch as 
they're able to, to be able to take time in that first month just to get 
breastfeeding off to a good start and to learn their baby. Mom can learn how to 
successfully breastfeed. During that first month when she's breastfeeding 8 to 
12 times every 24 hours, which is what we recommend to be able to build a 
good milk supply, her body is actually going to continue developing the 
important breast tissue that she's going to need to make a good milk supply. So 
when the baby is born, her body doesn't just magically have all the tissue it 
needs. A lot of that tissue grows during pregnancy. So she's able to make milk 
very quickly and throughout that first month, though, the tissue is going to 
continue to grow. By the end of that first month, she has everything she's going 
to need once she does begin to get back to maybe to work or to school or to 
other activities in her life. 
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So we really urge moms to do as much skin-to-skin contact with their baby that 
they're able to in the first days and weeks after the baby is home. We urge 
moms to delay supplements and pacifiers till after that first month to give her 
body all the time that it needs to be able to make milk. We also urge moms to 
do as much what we call "laid-back breastfeeding" as possible. Really, in the 
very first hours and days after the baby is born, one of the best ways to help that 
baby breastfeed is for the mom to lay back a little bit. Not all the way flat, but 
just about halfway down to where she can actually place the baby skin-to-skin 
up on top of her breast. By doing that laid-back breastfeeding, it actually 
triggers special sucking reflexes in the baby and allows the baby to use their 
instincts to be able to latch on by themselves. This is a really wonderful way to 
get my student off to a good start. 

 

Then once she's home, she can try out some other holds like the cradle hold or 
maybe the cross-cradle hold. There's a variety of holds and the mobile app will 
really give you some photographs to help kind of guide you to help show some 
of those positions to the mother.  

 

We also want to remind moms that babies do need to eat often. They do need to 
eat at least 8 to 12 times every 24 hours. Some babies will eat a little more often 
and then when babies go through growth spurts, which will occur around two 
weeks, around four weeks, again around three months and then around six 
months. During those periods, the baby is wanting to nurse a lot and that's a 
very common thing. It does not mean the mother is running out of milk at all. It 
means the baby needs to be close during that time. Remember in section 2 of 
this suite of breastfeeding webinars, we talked about the fact that babies get 
pain relief when they're at the breast. Well, think about what a baby is 
experiencing when they're growing. It is not comfortable when your bones are 
stretching and there's growth occurring. Because of this, babies often really 
need some pain relief. They want to be close to their mother skin-to-skin. This 
is where they get that pain relief. 

 

So nursing often doesn't mean moms are running out of milk. It just means 
babies need to be close. So I think this is really crucial for moms to just follow 
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their babies' cues, because each baby is going to be different in terms of what 
he needs from that mother, how often he needs to eat. Moms are going to want 
to take a look at babies' voids and stools, so we want to make sure she's 
counting wet and dirty diapers. After the first three days or so, babies should be 
stooling around three times, at least three times, three or four times every 24 
hours. Usually, they are around four to six wet diapers.  

 

So one of the ways we know babies are getting enough calories to grow is by 
looking at dirty diapers. So we want to look for those dirty diapers. Usually, the 
color is kind of a yellow, mustard-y looking color. It can be kind of runny. So 
moms, it might look a little bit like diarrhea. But it's not. It just doesn't have a 
whole lot of the hard to digest curds in it that formula has. So it's much more 
thin and watery than you're going to see in a formula-fed baby. So I encourage 
moms to start counting those diapers, watching for them and let her know that 
after a month or so, the baby isn't going to be stooling so often. Babies will 
sometimes go several days even without having a stool. If they're fully 
breastfeeding, there is no cause for concern. Babies really don't get constipated 
if they're fully breastfeeding. Moms need to be aware the importance of 
frequent breastfeeding. Not just during the daytime, but also at night.  

 

I think it's also really important to teach moms about some of their babies' 
behaviors. The more they know about their baby's behavior, the more they're 
going to feel confident that they can respond to their babies' needs. So I want to 
just let you know about a wonderful website called The Secrets of Baby 
Behavior. If you're not familiar with this, you might just want to go do a search 
on your favorite browser for "Secrets of Baby Behavior." Or you can go to 
SecretsofBabyBehavior.com and there's some great information there. Also on 
the WICWorks website and you'll, again, have to do a Google search to get you 
there for WICWorks and Secrets of Baby Behavior. There's a training program 
that is free of charge where you can learn a lot more about how to talk to 
parents about their baby's behavior. So these are some wonderful free resources.  

 

Now, I want you to take a look at this picture. This is a baby who is ready to 
engage. He is making eye contact with his parents or whoever is looking at him. 
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This is a great time to feed the baby, but it's also a great time to talk to the baby. 
To begin communicating and really beginning to engage with that baby. So 
teaching parents to look for this wonderful, quiet, alert state is really crucial. 
This is when the baby is in learning mode.  

 

Now, one of the questions a lot of new parents have is, "When is my baby 
going to start sleeping all night?" I think it's really important that we instruct 
them that babies are not going to sleep all night for a very long time. In fact, 
they are not physiologically wired to be able to go all night without eating for 
many, many months. Babies need to eat throughout the night. This is how they 
get the calories that they need, the nutrition that they need to grow. So they're 
going to need to wake both day and night and for moms who think, "If I 
formula feed, my baby won't wake up," there was just a research study 
published last week that found that formula-feeding babies also need to wake 
up at night to eat. So how you feed your baby does not make them sleep, or 
need to eat less. We just need to make sure that we're giving moms some 
realistic expectations. 

 

Now, one of the things that has helped [inaudible 00:17:18] is something about 
the baby's sleep cycle. What we know from the research is that babies go 
through a very different sleep cycle in their brain than we as adults do. So in the 
first 20 to 30 minutes of the baby's sleep cycle, they're actually in a very active 
sleep cycle. We call this the REM, the rapid eye movement state.  

 

Now, why is that important to know? Well, that's important to know because 
this is the state when the baby is dreaming. There's important brain 
development that is happening during this state. So a mom might actually see 
her baby smiling in his sleep. She might see him even sucking a little bit. She 
might see all kinds of movements with this phase. The baby is in a much more 
active sleep phase and that happens in that first part of that sleep cycle. During 
this cycle, the baby is a lot easier to wake. So if she's trying to wake the baby, 
to feed the baby because he's gone a little while since he's eaten, she wants to 
look for this active sleep phase. Because babies will be more likely to wake up 
and they wake up pretty easily when they're in this state. 
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The lightest half of that sleep cycle is the quiet sleep phase. That's when the 
baby goes into a much deeper sleep state. So here's what that might look like. 
This is the same baby who is now going through a much deeper sleep. Babies 
don't easily awaken in this particular cycle and it's another important phase for 
the baby. The baby's brain needs to send him through a deep sleep state, as well 
as through the active sleep state.  

 

But I do want to just point out; sometimes, parents who have a baby that wakes 
really often, they haven't waited long enough to put their baby or to see their 
baby go into that deep sleep state. I'm going to go back and show you this 
photo. Let's say the mother breastfeeds [inaudible 00:19:15] her baby, she is in 
this active sleep state and he's easily awakened and now she puts the baby 
down. What happens? It might be the baby wakes up and starts acting like he 
wants to feed again. Well, he might need to feed, but he actually just might 
need to suck for a little bit. But the mother may interpret that to mean, "Oh, my 
gosh. I'm running out of milk. Baby's hungry. He's feeding all the time. He 
won't go to sleep. He won't stay asleep." 

 

So the answer or the solution is really pretty simple. We tell mom, "After you 
feed the baby, give the baby's brain time to go into that deep sleep state. Hold 
the baby a little longer if he wakes up all the time, just hold him a little longer 
until you see that he goes into this deeper sleep." One of the ways to know that 
is to lift his little hand and let go. We call that the "arm-drop test." If when you 
let go of his hand he's startled and his arms flail out, well, he's probably not in a 
deep sleep state yet. Instead, just kind of wait until when you pick up his hand a 
little bit and you let go, it just drops to his side and he doesn't wake up. Now 
you know he's in a deeper sleep state. That's probably a good time to go ahead 
and put the baby down. 

 

Now, babies can also disengage. This can happen when they're overly 
stimulated. We're just talking to them and trying to make them laugh. After a 
point, they just start getting fussy. They don't want to talk anymore. Well, this 
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is really common for babies. They get easily overstimulated and they can 
become very irritable. So they'll frown and maybe begin to fuss a little bit. This 
is not a good stage to try to get the baby to smile some more. This baby is 
telling his parent, "I want something different. Do something different for me 
because I'm tired of you talking to me. I'm getting overstimulated." So this is 
the baby who might need to be held skin-to-skin to see if he just wants to be 
close or if he wants to nurse. Or see if he just wants something a little bit 
different. 

 

Now, babies also go through a state of crying. This is very normal. Parents 
shouldn't be afraid of crying, this is how babies communicate with their parents. 
This is how tell their parents that they need something. So parents just need to 
know that crying is communication and instead of just leaving a baby to cry 
while they do other things and just ignoring, if they'll respond to their baby's 
cries, they will help that baby to learn that his needs will be met whenever he 
communicates with his parent.  

 

Now, remember, when a baby is in a crying state, his stress cortisol levels go 
way up and it's going to take 20 minutes for those stress hormones to begin to 
leave his system. So this is not a good state for trying to talk to the baby and 
entertain the baby. It's not a good state even to breastfeed him because the 
baby's stress cortisol levels are so high, he isn't able to focus the way he needs 
to breastfeed. 

 

So what do we do? Well, there's several things we can do to calm the baby first. 
One of the things that we suggest is to put the baby skin-to-skin. This is where 
baby feels home. So Mom can do this, Dad can do this, Grandma can do this. 
Anyone can hold that baby close to them to begin to calm them down just a 
little bit. 

 

Another thing that works is repetition. Babies are used to repetition. Think 
about what it was like when they were in utero. The mom was walking with 
them, she was moving a lot. She was sitting, she was standing, she was rocking, 
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she was moving around a lot. Babies like that repetition. So walking with them 
a little bit. Maybe bouncing them up and down just softly. Flaying a little bit 
with them. all of those things can be very effective in helping the baby to calm.  

 

Sometimes for just a quick second, the mom or a caregiver might want to just 
put a clean finger in the baby's mouth for just a few seconds. Because 
sometimes sucking can be calming for a baby. Now we do not recommend 
pacifiers in the first month because they interfere with the baby's ability to 
breastfeed well and they also can be overused very easily and the mother will 
not make as much milk if the baby is sucking on a pacifier a lot and not feeding 
as often as he needs to.  

 

So for the first month, we suggest no pacifiers and no supplements. Just let all 
the baby's needs be met at the breast. After that first month, then the mother 
could consider using a pacifier if that's something she desires to do. But if the 
baby is fussing and crying because he's upset and she's wanting to get him 
ready to breastfeed, she might just stick the finger in the mouth for just a few 
seconds. Let the baby calm down a little bit. Let him kind of get refocused, 
reoriented to where he is, to realize he's home. Let those stress cortisol levels 
begin to subside a little bit and give him [inaudible 00:24:12].  

 

Another thing that can be done, really more as a last resort, would be swaddling 
the baby. Some babies really like swaddling. It helps them to feel like they're 
secure like they were in the womb. But a lot of babies don't like swaddling, 
either. It's just something that could be used with some babies if they tried 
everything else and nothing else works. This could be something that you could 
try. 

 

Now, in addition to the baby, I think it's really important that we help moms to 
understand their needs to take care of themselves as well. One of the things we 
know is that a new mother goes through a lot of sleep deprivation. I read a 
statistic not long ago that found that mothers in the first year of the baby's life 
actually lose 700 hours of sleep. Seven hundred hours. Do you know how much 
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sleep deprivation that really is? We know it's hard for anybody to cope with the 
changes that are going on in your life, especially now that you've had this new 
baby when you have that much sleep deprivation going on. 

 

So what that means is we need to help mothers to look at ways to regain their 
rest. This is really crucial because exhaustion is one of the things that can lead 
to postpartum depression. So we really want that mom to do all she can to get 
some rest.  

 

What can she do? One thing she can do is to sleep when the baby sleeps. Now 
this is a picture I took when I was in Australia last year and I love it because 
this baby seal is nursing. I actually went to Kangaroo Island down the southern 
coast of Australia. There's a habitat down in the southern coast there. This is 
actually an area where they are breeding and allowing new seals to begin to 
repopulate. This is actually an endangered species of seals.  

 

I went down to the beachfront where there were just hundreds of seals down 
there and found this mother and baby and I was so excited when I saw it. I 
thought, "Okay, this is life. This is the way moms should be reacting." When 
the baby is nursing and it falls asleep. You know what? This is a perfect time 
for that mom to recapture some of her rest as well. So we want that mom, every 
time her baby begins to sleep and take a nap, that's a good time for her to sit 
down and put her feet up somewhere in a safe location while her baby is in a 
safe location and get some of her rest nap as well. 

 

You might want to urge moms to have a list ready of things that the visitors can 
do when they come to visit. I heard a really fun story of a mom who said that 
she put together a list. She posted it on her refrigerator. When people came to 
the door and said, "I wanted to come and see the baby," she says to them, 
"Well, there's an admission price if you want to see the baby. The admission 
price is posted on my refrigerator. Feel free to pick one of those things and do 
them and then you can see the baby." She said everybody laughed and then she 
said, "I'm serious." There's all kinds of things on that list, everything from, 
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"Bring me a casserole for dinner tonight," to, "Could you put the dishes in the 
dishwasher?" to, "Could you make snack for my four-year-old?"  

 

But I think moms need to learn that it's okay to ask for help and actually, people 
really do want to help them, but nobody knows what to do. The only thing 
people know what to do is to hold the baby and help them with the baby. But 
what she really needs help with is everything else that's going on in her life, and 
that will help her to begin to relax a little bit so she can maybe get more rest, 
rather than spending her time cooking and doing other chores. 

 

We want to make sure moms are connected to support as I've mentioned earlier. 
So her own mother, mother-to-mother support, family members, her partner. 
Really making sure she knows who in the community has information about 
breastfeeding. If she's experiencing any challenges. It's really important.  

 

Not just people who have office hours, but where are the sources of support 
beyond the clinic or the office hours of the agency? Who's available Saturday 
night at 8:00 to help a mom who really doesn't know what to do next? So 
making sure moms have access to support can be powerful. 

 

Finally, I think there's a really important need to helping moms to access self-
care. That might include a relaxing bath. If the doctor says it's okay while her 
champion or partner or somebody else watches the baby. Taking a walk, 
drinking plenty of fluids to stay hydrated and eating healthy foods can all be 
really important. 

 

Then finally, before I talk about work, I wanted to mention going out in public. 
So as moms begin to work breastfeeding into their life, the big question is, 
"How am I going to do this in public?" Now, this is a picture of a mother who is 
not bashful to open her blouse and allow some of her breasts to be exposed. But 
most moms are not going to be comfortable doing that. So we want to teach 
them ways to breastfeed more confidently when they're in public. I like to tell 
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moms to look in a mirror while you're nursing the baby and kind of look around 
and see what's showing. That'll help you to get some confidence that you can do 
this discreetly. 

 

There's all kinds of things, little objects. There's little breastfeeding cover-ups 
that mothers can use. Some moms will pack a blanket and put that over the 
baby and over their breast. Honestly, most babies hate those blankets. They 
don't like things on their face. So that may work with some babies, but it may 
not work with others. So if that's a baby that doesn't like that, I just urge moms 
to maybe wear a top that can be pushed up from the bottom so that the baby 
will cover their midriff a little bit more and their breasts while they're nursing. 
Some moms will actually wear a tank top underneath a looser-fitting top and 
that way, they can feed the baby underneath a looser-fitting top while their 
tank-top actually covers their midriff. So a lot of great solutions out there. 
Moms can probably go to a number of websites. Actually, one of my favorite 
websites is KellyMom.com. That's K-E-L-L-Y M-O-M.com and there's all 
kinds of fabulous tips for breastfeeding in public that lots of moms have found 
will work. And I just like to just remind moms that they are going to grow in 
their confidence. Right at first, it is really scary to breastfeed in public. But as 
they begin doing that a little bit more, they do grow in their confidence.  

 

Another thing I like to remind moms, you see in this picture, this mother is 
actually looking down at her baby. When you're out in public and you see a 
mother holding a baby, what we tend to do, naturally, is we follow the mother's 
eyes. If she's looking down at her baby, we immediately look down at her baby. 
Well, if her baby is breastfeeding and she's looking down at her breasts, we're 
going to go right down to her breasts. So I try to teach moms, "Don't look at 
your breasts when you're feeding in public. Look out and about because people 
will look at your eyes, they'll follow where your eyes are and oftentimes, they 
don't even realize that you're nursing." 

 

Another thing that can be used in public is sometimes, those little wraps that 
you can put around babies. Different snugglies and different contraptions like 
that can sometimes be helpful and oftentimes they will hide what's going on. 
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For the next half of this webinar, I want to really focus on supporting working 
moms. Because the research tells us many mothers will discontinue 
breastfeeding when they go back to work or they may not even choose to 
breastfeed at all because they're planning to go to work. So I think it's really 
important for Healthy Start staff to make sure moms are aware of their 
resources and to know that they continue to breastfeed even when they go back 
to work. There are a lot of options. Some mothers choose to use formula when 
they go back to work and they breastfeed when they're home. But many 
mothers, a growing number of mothers, are continuing to breastfeed. And they 
find that when they go back to work, that being able to express the milk or 
breastfeed if they're allowed to bring their baby to work with them, which some 
mothers are, they find that this is an important time to reconnect and stay 
connected to their baby. So many mothers really love to continue that process 
when they go back to work. 

 

So I want to first just mention a little bit about the Affordable Care Act. There 
are a lot of states that now have laws that protect the rights of nursing moms. 
There's about 24 states now that have those kinds of laws. Some of them are 
better than others. Some of them really just encourage businesses to support 
moms. But there are some states that actually have requirements that businesses 
must support their working moms who are breastfeeding. 

 

But we now also have federal laws that are encased in the Affordable Care Act 
and they're actually part of the Fair Labor Standards Act. This is a provision of 
the labor law that provides special protection to hourly workers who are eligible 
for overtime. So because the law related to workplace support was put in the 
Fair Labor Standards Act, in this particular section, currently the Affordable 
Care Act rights only apply to those particular individuals, those workers who 
are eligible for overtime. However, we're finding this isn't really a problem for 
salaried workers because most businesses don't want to be unfair. They don't 
want to just provide support for hourly workers and then not provide support 
for their salaried workers. We've really found that that has not been a huge 
issue. Although in some professions, it is certainly more challenging than 
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others. But in the meantime, with many of the mothers that Healthy Start works 
with, your moms are many times working in the most difficult jobs. The hourly 
jobs that are not necessarily office jobs that are really challenging. So the 
Affordable Care Act really targets those mothers who are in the most difficult 
situation and who are probably feeling least empowered to be able to do this on 
their own. So let's take a look at what the law provides. 

 

The federal protection includes reasonable break time to be able to express milk 
throughout the work day. Now, the language is very general. It says, 
"reasonable break time." This simply means that an employer or the supervisor 
needs to have a conversation with the mother about what her needs are going to 
be. What is reasonable? Well, reasonable might mean every two or three hours 
throughout the workday. But we need to remember that a mother who is just 
first coming back to work with a brand-new baby might need to express milk a 
little more often than a mother who has an older baby who is taking solid foods 
as well. So that's why the law is pretty evasive. It's really designed to have 
conversation. 

 

The law also requires that businesses must provide private space. It doesn't have 
to be a huge space. You can see from this picture, this is a very small area. It's 
large enough to accommodate a comfortable chair and something to put the 
pump on. But the law says that the space cannot be a bathroom and there's 
several reasons for this. One, as you see on this picture, it's just not very 
comfortable for a mom to be able to express milk in this type of environment. 
But the most important reason is that it is not sanitary. There are a lot of issues 
with airborne bacteria in a bathroom. So a business cannot take a bathroom and 
for instance, take a stall and say "Well, we're going to make this stall the 
nursing room." You can't do that because there's airborne bacteria in that 
facility. So the space for breastfeeding and expressing milk has to be in a 
separate location from the bathroom. It does not have to be a dedicated 
breastfeeding or lactation room. So a lot of businesses were confused. They 
thought, "Oh, my gosh. We have to have a room for breastfeeding? We're a fast 
food agency. There's no space to put, there's no room that we can use." 
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Well, that's not what the law requires. The law requires that you have to 
accommodate the mother with privacy. They will give her that protection from, 
both privacy from the public as well as privacy from her coworkers. We also 
know that the space could be very flexible. This is what one business did. They 
actually took some partitions and made their own little partitioned-off space 
that they put in the corner of a large warehouse room. I don't know that I would 
pictures of a breastfeeding baby on that, in a big warehouse, but this is actually 
a health agency, so it worked okay for their purposes. But the idea of having a 
partition like that can certainly be considered. 

 

I think it's really important as you talk with your moms, to urge them to have a 
conversation with their supervisor during their pregnancy. Don't wait until the 
baby is born to start that conversation. This will give the supervisor a little time 
to be able to find out what her needs are going to be and how they're going to 
be able to accommodate her.  

 

One of the things that I love, a great tool, is this tool My Lactation and Work 
Plan. It is available at www.breastfeedingpartners.org. This is a New York 
Department of Health website that was put together and this is part of a toolkit 
that I actually developed for the New York Department of Health and I just love 
this work plan. This is actually a suggestion from one of the mothers that we 
interviewed up in New York. She said, "I just would love to have something in 
my hands I can take to my supervisor so we can have that conversation." This is 
free, you can download this and make this available for your moms. 

 

I think it's also important to remind moms to use their maternity leave to 
breastfeed the baby as much as possible. To exclusively breastfeed. Avoid 
formula and pacifiers throughout the first month, in particular and breastfeed 
exclusively. Because it's going to be a lot easier for them to maintain their milk 
supply once they go back and are separated from the baby if they have a really 
good, strong supply to start with. We urge moms to start expressing their milk 
about two weeks before they go back to work and to save it in small containers, 
maybe a couple ounces at a time. Because the baby might not take more than a 
couple of ounces and you don't want this valuable milk to go to waste. I urge 
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moms to start expressing milk during those times of day when they seem to 
have a lot more milk. So a lot of moms tell me they have more milk early in the 
morning. I remember with my own children, that was the case. I always 
pumped or hand-expressed my milk early in the morning. I would feed the baby 
first and then I would pump or hand-express what was left because that was a 
really easy time. 

 

Some mothers also will feed the baby on one side and they'll pump off the other 
side because this allows the baby to get the milk flowing well so that pumping 
goes a lot easier. So this is a great strategy to get that mom's body accustomed 
to letting down and releasing milk to a pump. Because when you're at work and 
you don't have the baby at your breast, it can be a lot more challenging to let 
that milk release through a pump.  

 

Another little trick that I sometimes remind my moms to do is to take their 
phone, take a picture of their baby and even record their baby, especially if the 
baby is fussing a little bit and the baby is showing signs that they're hungry. 
Then when you're at work and you start using your pump, play that little video 
and watch your baby fussing a little bit and seeing your baby. It'll really help 
that milk to release a lot easier.  

 

I also urge moms to do a trial run. Maybe go back about a week or so before 
they're going to back full-time. Just kind of go through the motions of a day and 
see where they're going to pump and where they're going to store the milk and 
how they are going to be able to pump when they're away from their baby. So a 
trial run can be really helpful. 

 

Finally, I want to urge moms to phase back to work if they can. A lot of moms 
just never have thought of that. But if they could work part-time for a little 
while before they go back to work full-time, that is amazing. Maybe they could 
work two days a week at first and then build up to three days a week and then 
build up to longer days or longer periods or additional days. That really helps 
their body adjust and it helps them to adjust to getting back in the swing of 
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being an employee again. So if she's able to financially, that's always a great 
option. 

 

Certainly, remind moms to look for supportive childcare. This is a childcare 
center up in Indianapolis and it's a great center where all the staff have been 
trained. They provide private areas for mothers to breastfeed while they're at the 
center. I would urge moms to look for a place like that where the staff have 
been trained. Moms should ask, "Has your staff been trained on how to handle 
human milk? Will you provide me with a private place for me to breastfeed my 
baby when I drop her off in the morning and when I come and pick her up at the 
end of the day?"  

 

If a family member is going to be the childcare provider, then I would urge 
moms to have that same conversation with their family and talk about what 
they're going to need to be able to support them continuing to breastfeed. If 
moms are interested, you can go back to that New York website that I 
mentioned, breastfeedingpartners.org. On that site, there is a pamphlet just for 
family members that walks them through what they need to do to support the 
mom who is going back to work and how they can help her to maintain her 
production. 

 

I want to now quickly, in our last moments, review a few strategies and ideas 
about how moms can find space in difficult environments. I'll run through these 
fairly quickly. I wanted to mention this Web link and hopefully, you can write 
that down right now. If you miss this Web link, it is included in your handout, 
so you will have this Web link in your handout. But this is the brand-new online 
searchable resource that is available through the Office on Women's Health. It 
provides an ability for a business or a mom to be able to search by industry. Or 
they can search by solution type. But if you search by industry, you're actually 
going to be taken to an industry page. So it brings them to . . . this business is 
an agricultural setting. You can flip over to this section. You're going to learn 
some options that different types of agricultural industries, what they have done 
to find ways to support mothers who are working outdoors in the field. 
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Then as you scroll down below, you're going to see a list of a lot of businesses 
in that industry. Exactly what they did and how they were able to make it work. 
So it's phenomenal resource. We worked four years to get this website ready to 
go and it's just a phenomenal resource. We're finding that thousands of 
businesses across the country are using this resource and I really urge you to 
make sure that the businesses in your community and the mothers that you're 
serving are aware of this resource as well.  

 

Let's take a quick look at a few solutions that you could consider sharing with 
moms. I'm just going to look at a few. These come from that website. One of 
them would be restaurants, especially fast food. This is a huge issue for a lot of 
our moms because there's very little space in a fast food restaurant. This is a 
picture of a company up in Oregon and Washington called Burgerville. You see 
that there's a little red door behind the counter there. That is the one private 
space in this little fast food restaurant besides the bathroom and the meat locker 
and that is actually the manager's office. So they actually passed a policy at 
Burgerville that all Burgervilles must accommodate nursing women and that 
they may use the manager's office. Again, it doesn't have to be a designated 
room. You just need to work out scheduling with the manager so that the mom 
can use that space. 

 

If a fast food place doesn't have a private office, then they might want to 
consider screens and partitions as I mentioned earlier. I've also talked to some 
fast food places that are collaborating with other nearby businesses and they 
give the mom plenty of break time to be able to walk next door if there's a space 
at a business next door. Sometimes that can be done as well. 

 

This is one of my favorite groups that we worked with, this is Walmart. This is 
a particular Walmart down in Palestine, Texas. What they did was they made a 
dressing room available for their employees. They got some materials from 
their home-ware department in the store to make it pleasant. They wired this 
little dressing room with electricity. They said it was very inexpensive, it only 
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cost a little less than $100, a little less than $100, to wire it. It was so popular 
with the employees, that they decided to also open it up and make it available to 
the mothers in the community who were shopping. So it became a win-win 
because it drew people into the store. So it was a win-win for the Walmart 
store. It was a great win for the employees and for the mothers who went there 
as well. 

 

Here's an example of a convenience store where the owner of this came to me 
and said, "We have nowhere. There is nowhere. Maybe the beer refrigerator 
area might be kind of sort of private." And I said, "You know? I'm not sure 
mother's milk is going to release really well in that cold refrigerator. Let me 
walk around with you and let's see what we can find." So we walked around 
this little convenience store, a very small store and we found, actually, two 
places where a mother could express milk. The picture on the left is a picture of 
a little storage area, just a little nook. Kind of way back in one of the areas and 
they didn't have a lot in there. A couple of mop buckets and a couple of boxes, a 
box fan, a few cleansers back there. The owner said, "Oh, this'll be perfect." So 
they actually were able to move the materials out of there, they found another 
place for them. They put a little curtain up at the doorway, hanged a sign on the 
outside and the mother was able to have a little quiet place to breastfeed. 

 

The picture on the right shows another example where the manager says she 
could also make her office available for the mom. Because she's going to be out 
on the floor most of the time anyways. So that was very easily fixed.  

 

Here is an example in another small business where there wasn't a lot of space. 
They took these partition dividers which they purchased from a home lumber-
type place, I won't mention any names, but you get the idea, there's a variety of 
them around, and they were very inexpensive and they were able to create a 
small space. 

 

Now, speaking of agriculture, obviously, there are no rooms outside and there's 
no privacy. What are you going to do? Well, this is a company called Reiter 
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Affiliated Farms in northern California. They produce millions of strawberries 
and blueberries. They actually produce the Driscoll's strawberries that many of 
us are very familiar with. What they did is they purchased some of these pop-up 
tents. They are very, very lightweight, and they're well-ventilated, so the air 
circulates between them. It cost less than $75 and they placed these near where 
the mother was working. So she was able to just go into here, they actually had 
a little folding chair she can use. She does have to use a manual pump because 
there's no electricity out there. But that is an option for her. I think some of the 
mothers who use this particular option use a battery-operated pump, so that's 
one option. 

 

This company also allowed the mother to move her vehicle or if she doesn't 
have a vehicle, she can use the company vehicle and they park that car near 
where her work station is. The local WIC agency provides privacy visors and 
the mom can then plug in her electric pump to the car battery adapter. So great 
suggestions, great way of collaborating with the local WIC agency.  

 

Solutions for schools. Obviously, schoolteachers have real challenges finding a 
private space, especially if you are teaching young children where you have to 
be with them all day. Remember, the law requires the school to provide support 
for your staff. So you really do need to start taking a look at this and there's a 
couple of options they can consider. One would be a nurse's office. This is used 
as a lactation room. You can see there's a bulletin board on the left-hand side 
there that has pictures of babies that moms will post. So the moms can use the 
nurse's office. This is a school up in Connecticut. 

 

The high school in that same community uses a teacher resource room and they 
designate this little space, they put some curtains on the other side of the 
bookshelves. There are resources for teachers on one side and a little lactation 
nook on the other side.  

 

The moms who work in manufacturing plants, this is a couple of pictures from 
a manufacturing plant in Georgia. This is the largest carpet manufacturer in the 
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world, so they have about 23,000 employees and there's a lot of options that can 
be considered. What they actually did is they took this little office that you see 
the door next to that fire extinguisher. They [inaudible 00:50:58], it's a very 
small little office storage area. They put a table in there, they put a little, small 
refrigerator, a couple of chairs so that a couple of moms can pump at the same 
time if they desire and they also have a breast pump in there. That was really 
exciting because the local health department actually provided the breast pump 
for this room so that those employees at this large plant would have access to a 
good quality pump to be able to minimize the pumping time and make it a little 
bit more efficient for them. This works really well. This is one division of the 
plant, they actually have lactation rooms all throughout the different plants. 
This is one of their options. They also allow the mothers to use the nurse's 
office in the plant and that's another thing that can be considered with factories 
is working with the nurse, the occupational health nurse that works there.  

 

So let me just close out. These are just a few examples. There are just hundreds 
and hundreds of examples on the website. Also, you can go to this website at 
USBreastfeeding.org. This is the website for the United States Breastfeeding 
Committee. We've actually uploaded a robust presentation platform where we 
have hundreds and hundreds of pictures just like the ones I've showed you. 
Different solutions in all different kinds of businesses. 

 

So if you are in a position where you're able to do outreach to the businesses in 
your community, you can download this platform. There's some instructions on 
how to use it, how to download it and how it works because it's pretty cool, it's 
a very innovative platform that functions just like a website, only it's 
PowerPoint. So we would urge you, if your Healthy Start agency that does 
work in your community, to download that and look at some ways you can 
collaborate with your WIC program, with your [inaudible 00:52:54], with other 
health groups serving your community and with your employers and childcare 
centers. To show them your role at Healthy Start and providing resources and 
giving us an idea of what they can do. 
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That ends this final webcast on "Supporting Breastfeeding Mothers." Again, 
here is my e-mail address, cathy@everymother.org. I look forward to answering 
any questions you might have and as Megan mentioned, I'll make sure we get 
some questions posted, some common things that I hear from a lot of people. 
I'm more than happy to support you with any questions you might have, as well 
as able to work with Healthy Start to provide solutions and examples of stories 
that will help you in your work of supporting moms once they're home from the 
hospital. Megan, I'm going to turn it back over to you. 

 

Megan: Thank you so much again, Cathy, for this informative presentation and 
for all of the great resources that you shared. Remember, folks, if you have 
questions in response to the content that Cathy presented, you have three 
options. You can e-mail her directly, you can also post your questions to the 
grantee forum on the Healthy Start EPIC Center website or you can check out 
that frequently asked questions document that will accompany this Web 
recording. 

 

Thanks again for listening. Please check out Parts 1 and 2 of this webinar series 
if you haven't already and this concludes the Web recording for today. 
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